MINUTES
DICOM WORKING GROUP 27 (Web Services for DICOM)
Teleconference

Date and Time: June 28, 2021 | 1:00-2:30pm US EDT

Presiding Officers: Dieter Krotz, Co-Chair
                   Bill Wallace, Co-Chair

DICOM Secretariat: Shayna Knazik, DICOM/MITA

Voting Members Present
ACR                   Brian Bialecki
Agfa HealthCare       Bill Wallace
Argentix Informatics   Elliot Silver
Canon                 Kevin O’Donnell
DICOM/MITA            Shayna Knazik
GE Healthcare          Steve Nichols
NVIDIA                Brad Genereaux
Philips               Chris Melo
Siemens Healthineers  Dieter Krotz

Voting Members Not Present
*AAPM/Univ. of Arkansas for Medical Sciences Lawrence Tarbox
Canon/Vital Images    Jonathan Whitby
*Carl Zeiss Meditec AG Régis Deshayes
*Corista               David Allen
*Laitek                Doug Sluis
*MISAT                 Jack Hsiao
*Merge Healthcare      William Lingley
*Newport Instruments  Bob Leif
*PixelMed              David Clunie

*Not present at two consecutive meetings and therefore not counted for quorum during this tcon

Others (Observers, Alt-voting, staff) Present
GE Healthcare         Chris Lindop, Alt. Voting
1. **Administrative Items**
   - The teleconference was called to order and a quorum was present.
   - Antitrust and patent rules were reviewed.
   - The agenda was reviewed and approved.
   - The minutes from the last meeting (June 7, 2021) were reviewed and approved.

2. **CP Backlog**
   - The group plans to review Dieter’s CP draft on the next call.

3. **Continued discussion on a DICOMweb Hackathon-type event**
   - WG-27 met with WG-20 to discuss a Connectathon track/hackathon type event to test DICOMWeb against the FHIR imaging study resource. Since it sounds like the event is going to be more imaging retrieval-specific, the group would like to plan for a more DICOMWeb-specific event. Potential topics could include:
     - Authentication
     - More elaborate image displaces and submission, full WADO, STOW, and QIDO.
     - RESTful scheduled work flow
   - Chris Lindop will mention to WG-20 the cross-authorization test scenario.
   - Hackathon-a-thon Date: September 13-15, 2021
     - [http://www.hl7.org/events/](http://www.hl7.org/events/)

4. **RESTful3D**
   - Steve Nichols continued with the review of the RESTful 3D Supplement, beginning with the definition of the input, which was started last time. The group discussed the target resource.

5. **Old/New Business**
   - Sup193 REST Notifications: not discussed

6. **Next Meetings** (see the DICOM calendar for additional information)
   - Next monthly call: June 28th, 2021

7. **Adjournment**
   - The call was adjourned at 2:26pm US Eastern Time.
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